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Swimming

Tennis

The international movement which has been combining helping children who have oncological
diseases and charity with sports for over 10 years
A rehabilitation and motivation project that helps children and their families overcome emotional
consequences of the disease and support those still being treated

Football

Running

The games is a powerful "battery" that "charges" the doctors and volunteers working at hospitals. They meet
the recovered kids at the Winners Games, and it inspires them to go on working
The project unites charities from different countries of the world and different regions of Russia. It
contributes to building communities and infrastructure for recovery.
The Games is a place of support, inspiration and friendship with no boundaries. That’s where children from
all over the world become friends, and the language barriers break. Kids learn about the cultures of different
countries and learn more about the world outside of the hospitals after many months of treatment

Shooting

Chess

The Winners Games are a means of public diplomacy and humanitarian cooperation that contributes
to friendship and mutual understanding between the contestants from different countries who share
the same problems and interests
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STANISLAV TOKARCHUK
Stas had been going to apply to the Airspace academy, but got an
oncologic diagnosis before the school graduation. While he was being
treated he was featured in a promo for the first Games ever. When
he recovered he started doing sports again. There was no sports
school in a Murmansk oblast village where he grew up, but it didn’t
change his plans: he has been training a lot and was acknowledged as
the best striker of the Murmansk oblast football cup. Recently Stas got
married and became a father. He is healthy now and still doing sports.

MARGARITA HAIRULLINA
Rita is a professional sportswoman. She started training in the second
form of primary school. After she won a Europe triathlon cup stage she
was diagnosed with acute leukemia. She became a volunteer for a
charity following her recovery and joined the Winners Games as a
volunteer photographer. Now Rita works as a swimming coach, just as
she had dreamed, and she is still visiting kids at hospitals.
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NADEZHDA KUZNETSOVA,
CREATOR AND LEADER OF THE PROJECT
Nadezhda and her friends, the "Podari Zhizn" fund volunteers, came up
with the idea of the Games in 2010, after they went to the
OncoOlympics in Poland. In 2016 Nadezhda faced an oncological
diagnosis while she was pregnant. While she was treated, the stories of
the recovered kids, the contestants, became an important support and
inspiration for her. Now she is healthy and a happy mom of two.
Here Nadya talks fighting the disease and the Games in an interview
to Katerina Gordeeva.

MARIA BYRDINA,
PRESS OFFICER OF THE GAMES
Maria survived an oncological disease while she was in her fourth year
of the Journalism faculty at the Moscow State University. She loved
sports a lot before the disease and had worked as an intern in sports
editorials. After she recovered she became a "Podari Zhizn" fund
volunteer and started playing in an ultimate frisbee team. She became
a friend of the Games back in 2010, and has been in the organising
committee since 2019.
Masha in "It’s just an illness", a Pavel Ruminov film.
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ЕКАТЕРИНА ГАМОВА
The most successful Russian volleyball player, who’s referred
to as "Ekaterina the Great" in big sports. The world champion
is always happy to help the project. Katya takes part in
awarding the kids and spreads the information about the
Winners Games in her TV interviews a lot.

VSEVOLOD SCHERBAKOV
Russian skateboarding association vice president, producer of
several notable international and Russian projects, founder of
Astra creative brand design agency. The team of the company
will present the new style for the Winners Games: it will be a
dynamic and bold design that will become a disruption in the
field of social projects.

EVGENII HAVTAN
Composer and singer, leader of "Bravo" and Los Havtanos
has been our friend since the very first Games! His songs
cheer hundreds of kids and parents from all over the world
every year. The first contest in 2010 started with a "Bravo"
concert, and in 2018 Evgenii wrote the official anthem of the
Winners Games.

EDUARD BEZUGLOV
Senior doctor of the Russian national men's football team.
"The atmosphere of the contest is unforgettable: the kids, their
passion, their will to win. I am sure that disposition for
successful treatment is the main factor for recovery. Even the
best methods won’t fully work without it".

SERGEY SHILOV
Paralympic champion, a seven time World Champion and four
time Europe champion in cross-country skiing has supported
the Games for ten years. The renowned Paralympic
sportsman visits the contest every year and supports and
inspires the kids.

KRASIMIR GEORGIEV
Famous runner and ultramaraphoner ran for 55 hours straight
in 2019 to raise money for a national stage of the Winners
Games in Bulgaria. In 2020 he is getting ready for a new
heroic deed to support the Games: The Black Sea quest run,
which will be 4500 kilometres, two continents, 90 cities and
towns and seven countries!
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We are happy to be supported by such amazing and beloved athletes, artists, musicians and actors.
It would have been impossible to create such a huge event for kids from all over the world without our friends and partners!
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The Winners Games is a project without boundaries: children and teenagers from 22 countries and 37 regions of Russia take part in it
In 10 years, over 4.500 children aged 7 to 16 have taken part in the Winners’ Games final stage in Moscow
The kids’ cancer treatment becomes a part of the lives of everyone who surrounds them. Every year, together with the kids, their parents, brothers and
sisters as well as employees and volunteers of charities from Russia and abroad visit the event.
Motivation by sports and the special atmosphere of the Games helps the movement grow both in Russia (the regional stages take part in Yekaterinburg, Belgorod,
Chelyabinsk, Tver, Orenburg, Rostov-on-Don, Perm, Kaliningrad, Samara) and abroad (the national stages take place in Bulgaria, Belarus, Kazakhstan, Hungary,
Latvia)
Over the years, the Winners’ Games have been hosted by the best sports venues of Moscow – Luzhniki arena, Gorky Park, CSKA sports complex, Lokomotiv
stadium
The Games is a real competition for the young athletes. Refereeing at the competitions is provided by the Olympic federations of each sports (running,
football, swimming, tennis, shooting, chess)
Numerous sports, theatre, film and music stars support the contestants every year (Dina Korzun, "Bravo", "Brainstorm", Turetsky Choir, Vil Golovko, Igor Akinfeev,
Ingeborga Dapkunaite, Maxim Matveev, Yury Stoyanov, Valdis Pelsh, Marat Safin, Ekaterina Gamova, Vladimir Salnikov, Svetlana Khorkina, Alexey Nemov, Anton
Sikharulidze, Shavarsh Karapetyan, Ilya Averbukh, Vladimir Kramnik and many others)
The Winners Games are widely covered in media in Russia and abroad:
✔ TV stories and publications about the Xth Games have appeared on more than 200 channels, websites and in other media in Russia, Belarus, Germany, India,
Hungary, Serbia, Slovakia, etc.)

✔ Live broadcasts of the Games have been watched by almost a million people on ok.ru (maximum audience reach during broadcast. The average watch time was
14 minutes)
✔ The coverage of the #сегоднямойхорошийдень instagram flashmob (“today is my good day”) was 24.6 million people. Chulpan Khamatova, Alexandr Revva,
Manizha, Irina Gorbacheva and other celebrities took part in it.
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The XI Winners Games will be held in Moscow at CSKA sports complex 5-8 June 2020. They are
timed to coincide with the Children’s day
There will be 750 guests from 20 countries and 40 regions of Russia
Regional stages will be held March to May 2020 in:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Belgorod
Yekaterinburg
Kaliningrad
Perm
Rostov-on-Don
Chelyabinsk

International stages will be held March to May 2020 in:

•
•
•
•

Latvia (Riga)
Kazakhstan (Almaty)
Belarus (Minsk)
Bulgaria (Kamchia)

The European Winners Games are planned to take place in September 2021 in Belgium (Brussels) in collaboration
with SIOPE (The European society for Paediatric Oncology).
In early 2020 the Games were rebranded for the international status

Channel One Russia became the General Media partner of the project. The collaboration started with a news
story in the morning show and went on at the Evening Urgant show and in a series of other bright reports.
Several days prior to the start of the Games there were several news stories about how children in smaller
towns are preparing for them. The Channel One production team was working on the spot every day. After the
contest there was a final news story in Sunday news. The support of the main channel in the country let the
project get a new level of press coverage both in Russia and worldwide.
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The official anthem of the Winners Games was recorded, with the cooperation from Disney Russia, at the
anniversary of the Games. It was performed by Yana Blinder and the Moscow symphonic orchestra
"Russian Philarmonic" in the Moscow International House of Music. Evgenii Havtan and Vitaly Tsvetkov are
the songwriters of the anthem.

The first thing you see at the Games is
the faces of the children. When you
imagine yourself their parent you
realize they have lived through a
terrible thing. And you understand the
joy has a high price. It’s always a big
and special joy for us to play for the
children. Games is a concentration of
kindness and amazing energy.

EVGENII HAVTAN,
SINGER, “BRAVO”

SIOPE (The European society for Paediatric Oncology) became the new international partner of the
Games. SIOPE and Winner Games held a charity run in May 2019 in Prague.
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The project budget includes expenses of hosting the event and full support for participants and their parents
during the Games (accommodation, meals, uniforms, etc.) as well as co-financing the regional stages.
Hosting such a large-scale event as the Winners Games becomes possible due to the support of
corporate partners who take up the expenses.

The company’s image and relationship with the customer is enhanced through a corporate social responsibility

The company increases a chance to attract and keep the busiest and most productive workers by the unique
volunteering experience for the employees

The brand is promoted through an association with a spectacular sports event for the recovered children.

55% of consumers are ready to pay more for the products made by socially responsible companies (1)
The sales of such companies may grow by 20% (2)
The stocks may grow up by 6% (2)

The brand is positioned internationally as well as at the federal and regional levels in Russia

(1)
(2)

https://www.inc.com/maureen-kline/how-to-drive-profits-with-corporate-socialresponsibility.html
https://doublethedonation.com/tips/why-corporate-social-responsibility-is-important/
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GENERAL PARTNER: exclusive status, wide marketing support
OFFICIAL PARTNER: the status can be provided to several partners. Preferred conditions for marketing
support
MEDIA PARTNER: the partner provides media support for the event for free or on special conditions
SPORTS PARTNER: is responsible for organising the sports competitions

It’s a big happiness and honour to
perform for you and learn from you:
not to complain about life, but to enjoy
it. Not to quarrel, but to erase the
boundaries.It’s cool that each
contestant of the Games is a winner.
It’s also unbelievably cool that it’s not
a place for politics: kids from different
countries are competing and everyone
has a fair chance to win.

TECHNICAL PARTNER: makes a money sponsor contribution or provides products / services for
organizing the Games for free or on special terms

REGIONAL / INTERNATIONAL PARTNER: represented on selected regional or international stage. The
sponsor's contribution depends on the scale of the selected stage

YANA CHURIKOVA,
TV HOST, HOST OF
THE WINNERS
GAMES
CEREMONIES
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Priority placement of the Partner’s logo on outdoor advertising in Moscow and on Internet banners. 1
Priority placement of the Partner’s logo at the venue of the Games: on a facade banner / at the entrance to the
venue, on the press wall of the Games, on the background of the stage and the awards podium, on sport types
banners
Partner materials — roll-ups, banners, branded cheering items — are placed at the venue during the event
Priority placement of the Partner’s logo on the printed materials (polygraphy): folders for the participants, event
schedule, papers to hand out
Information about the Partner is placed on the project website: www.winnersgames.ru
Information about the Partner is distributed in the contents for media: press-release and post-release
Information about the Partner is placed on social networks (Winners Games’ Facebook, Instagram, Youtube, VK,
OK pages)
The brand is provided with wide opportunities for activations at the venue (branded zones, cheering items for
fans)
An "active" logo of the partner is placed on the Games website in the Partners section:
http://winnersgames.ru/partners/, with a hyperlink to the partner's website
Note:
1 Outdoor advertising depends on the approval of the advertising Committee of Moscow and requires additional confirmation

The Partner's logo is placed on outdoor advertising in Moscow 1
The Partner's logo is placed at the venue during the event: on the press wall of the Games, on the background of
the awards podium
Partner materials — roll-ups and banners — are placed at the venue during the event

Our family has faced this difficult
experience, too. When I award the
kids who have lived through this
terrifying diagnosis, when I see their
eyes, I can’t express the feeling with
words. These are always special
emotions for me. There are no barriers
or boundaries here. Lots of kids start
training to take part in the Games. I
really love it when kids come up to me
on the court and tell me they’ve seen
me at the last Games and show me
the photos. And we end the
conversation looking forward to
meeting next year.

Partner’s logo is placed on the printed materials (polygraphy): folders for the participants, event schedule, papers to
hand out
Information about the Partner is placed on the project website: www.winnersgames.ru
Information about the Partner is distributed in the contents for media: press-release and post-release
Information about the Partner is placed on social networks (Winners Games’ Facebook, Instagram, Youtube, VK,
OK pages)

EKATERINA GAMOVA,
OLYMPIC CHAMPION

The brand is provided with wide opportunities for activations at the venue (branded zones, cheering items for fans)
An "active" logo of the partner is placed on the Games website in the Partners section:
http://winnersgames.ru/partners/, with a hyperlink to the partner's website
Note:
1 Outdoor advertising depends on the approval of the advertising Committee of Moscow and requires additional confirmation
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It’s a big honour for me to be with you
and award the kids. We can talk a lot
about the sports and professional
achievements, but it’s nothing
compared with the fight for the human
life. I can’t feel even a glimpse of what
the kids have come through while they
were fighting so hard. I look at you and
I learn.
The Partner's logo is placed at the venue during the event: on the press wall of the Games, on the background of
the smaller stage
Partner materials — а roll-up / а banner — are placed at the venue during the event
Partner’s logo is placed on the printed materials (polygraphy): folders for the participants, event schedule

TATIANA LEBEDEVA,
OLYMPIC CHAMPION

Information about the Partner is placed on the project website: www.winnersgames.ru. An "active" logo of the
partner is placed on the Games website in the Partners section: http://winnersgames.ru/partners/, with a hyperlink to
the partner's website
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A unique volunteering experience for the employees of the Regional partner (up to 20 people)
Acknowledgement at the level of the region
The Regional partner logo is placed on outdoor advertising and at the venue of the project
The Regional partner’s logo is placed on the printed materials (polygraphy)
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have experienced
честь — быть
the most
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frightening
thing in their
ребят.
lives.Можно
Now the
много to
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говорить
normal life
о спортивных
is difficult for
и профессиональных
them,
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ноdo
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этоthat.
ничто
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сравнению
the eyes of the
с борьбой
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who are
заrunning
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жизнь.
Не могу
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areпрочувствовать
now at a stage that
и десятой
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доли in
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что and
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ребята, когда они так упорно
recovery.
боролись. Смотрю на вас с широко
открытыми глазами и учусь у вас.

The Regional partner is mentioned on social network pages and in media by the fund that organises the regional
stage
An "active" logo of the Regional partner is placed on the Games website: www.winnersgames.ru, with a
hyperlink to the partner's website. The company is also mentioned as a partner on the social network pages.

SERGEY SHILOV,
PARALYMPIC
CHAMPION

Promotion on the federal level:

• The Regional partner’s logo is placed on a banner at the final stage of Winners Games in Moscow.
• The brand is provided with opportunities for activations at the venue (a branded zone)
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Taking part in organising an event for kids who have fought cancer is a unique opportunity to personally
contribute to a huge scale event important for the society
The opportunity to be a volunteer and make the world a better place attracts proactive people (according to
a Deloitte report, when choosing a place to work, the Gen Z are paying more and more attention to the
contribution the company makes to solving social issues)
The event lets the company offer its employees very diverse tasks and let them use a wide set of skills.
This is a rare opportunity to get very different people involved
The atmosphere of the games is inspiring and rewarding for the volunteers and makes them more
satisfied with their life and especially their job, which gave them an opportunity to take part in the
Games
A cooperative activity lets the colleagues see each other from a different side. It makes them trust each other
more and serves as a means of networking inside the company
Corporate volunteers will need some preparing, but it is quite short
The Winners Games unite lots of volunteers who all have different values, stories, experience and
communication style. They are all aimed at the same result - to make the contestants happy. It lets them
improve their communicative skills
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www.winnersgames.ru
+7 (495) 995-31-09

Corporate clients director
vinkova@winnersgames.ru
+7 (916) 655-68-66

DESIGN AND LAYOUT::
Astra Channel
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